
Grading Rubric -  Art Elements  Accordion Book 

A-B+ B- C+ C - D+ D - F
Symbol +simple symbol 

+easily 
recognized 
+used consistently 
and creatively 

13-16 pts

+too intricate symbol 
+not easily recognized 
+used consistently 
and creatively 

9-12 pts

+too simple or too 
intricate symbol 
+not easily 
recognized 
+not used 
consistently or 
creatively  

5-8 pts

+too simple or too 
intricate symbol 
+not easily 
recognized 
+rarely or randomly 
used 

0-4 pts

Elements +all elements/
principles 
included 
+design CLEARLY 
shows element 

18- 20 pts

+all elements/
principles included 
+design shows 
element with some 
explanation 

14- 17 pts

+some elements/
principles missing 
+design shows 
element with 
clarification 

10- 13 pts

+many elements/
principles missing 
+design does not 
show element 

0- 9 pts

Creativity +high level of 
creativity 
+ lots of color 
+obvious use of 
research 
9, 10 pts

+creativity shown in 
some elements 
+ good use of color 
+ not obvious use of 

research 
7,8 pts

+not really creative 
+some use of color 
+no use of 
research 

5,6  pts

+not creative 
+very little color 
+no use of research 

0-4 pts

Neatness +very neat 
+good effort to 
erase stray marks 
+solid coloring 
techniques 
9,10 pts

+mostly neat 
+some effort to erase 
stray marks 
+coloring technique 
not solid 
7,8 pts

+somewhat messy 
+little effort to 
erase stray marks 
+random coloring 
techniques 
5,6 pts

+sloppy 
+no effort to erase 
stray marks 
+sloppy coloring 
techniques 
0-4 pts

Behavior +focused on work 
+polite to teacher 
+polite to peers 
+helpful without 
being asked 

19- 20 pts

+mostly focused on 
work 
+polite to teacher 
+polite to peers 
+helpful when asked 

17,18  pts

+needed 
redirection to 
focus on work 
+occasionally  
impolite to teacher 
+distracting or 
impolite to peers 
+helpful  when 
asked 

10-16 pts

+great difficulty 
completing  work 
+usually impolite to 
teacher 
+frequently 
distracting or 
impolite to peers 
+not helpful even 
when asked 

0-9 pts



Grading Rubric -  Art Elements      Pages 

 

A-B+ B- C+ C - D+ D - F
Lines +border 

+8 even triangles 
+straight lines 
+outlined in black 
+labeled sections 

13-16 pts

+border 
+8 uneven triangles 
+wobbly lines 
+not outlined in black 
+labeled most 
sections 

9-12 pts

+no border 
+8 uneven 
triangles 
+very wobbly lines 
+outlined in black 
+labeled sections 

5-8 pts

+no border 
+<8 triangles 
+no use or ruler on 
lines 
+no outline 
+unlabeled sections 

0-4 pts

Elements +all elements/
principles 
included 
+design CLEARLY 
shows element 

18- 20 pts

+all elements/
principles included 
+design shows 
element with some 
explanation 

14- 17 pts

+some elements/
principles missing 
+design shows 
element with 
clarification 

10- 13 pts

+many elements/
principles missing 
+design does not 
show element 

0- 9 pts

Creativity +high level of 
creativity 
+ lots of color 
+obvious use of 
research 
9, 10 pts

+creativity shown in 
some elements 
+ good use of color 
+ not obvious use of 

research 
7,8 pts

+not really creative 
+some use of color 
+no use of 
research 

5,6  pts

+not creative 
+very little color 
+no use of research 

0-4 pts

Neatness +very neat 
+good effort to 
erase stray marks 
+solid coloring 
techniques 
9,10 pts

+mostly neat 
+some effort to erase 
stray marks 
+coloring technique 
not solid 
7,8 pts

+somewhat messy 
+little effort to 
erase stray marks 
+random coloring 
techniques 
5,6 pts

+sloppy 
+no effort to erase 
stray marks 
+sloppy coloring 
techniques 
0-4 pts

Behavior +focused on work 
+polite to teacher 
+polite to peers 
+helpful without 
being asked 

19- 20 pts

+mostly focused on 
work 
+polite to teacher 
+polite to peers 
+helpful when asked 

17,18  pts

+needed 
redirection to 
focus on work 
+occasionally  
impolite to teacher 
+distracting or 
impolite to peers 
+helpful  when 
asked 

10-16 pts

+great difficulty 
completing  work 
+usually impolite to 
teacher 
+frequently 
distracting or 
impolite to peers 
+not helpful even 
when asked 

0-9 pts


